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Message from the CEO
Welcome everyone, to Issue 12  

of Insider, the edition which 

focuses on happenings around  

the iPi Group during Quarter  

Four of 2012. 

Christmas!! A time for joy, for love, 

for family, for happiness.  

For those with faith it is a time  

for a celebration of that faith,  

the high point of the Advent season honouring the birth  

of the Son of God. For all of us it is a time of joy, and none 

enjoy it more so than our kids! Whether they are big  

or small (and that refers to both the size of the presents  

as well as the size of the kids), they are all the same, all 

kids no matter what size love presents! Certainly my kids 

love presents, and it is a beautiful intimate time for family 

to enjoy together and watch the children as their eyes light 

up to the mention of Santa Claus or Father Christmas! It is 

meant to be the act of giving that is most important however 

for me it is the act of receiving, not of presents, but receiving 

the reflection of the love I have for my children radiated 

back to me through their beautiful shinning faces. 

The Fourth Quarter has seen a myriad of changes in the iPi 

Group and this edition of Insider covers quite  
a few! Peter Long in Business Development gives a wrap  
of some of our successes and rightly so for this time  
of the year pays homage to his team. I write a little about 
our sporting sponsorships and about a suppliers trip  
I hosted to the Melbourne Cup. After the lighter stuff  
Tau Moale our Tax Compliance Manager writes about  
a PricewaterhouseCoopers delivered training session for  
14 of our senior Accountants, which centred upon 
compliance with our various taxation obligations. With 
a payroll toward K17 million in 2012, our Group Tax 
contributions toward the development of PnG are 
quite considerable. Combine this with our Income Tax 
contributions, Dividend Withholding Tax and of course the 
ever present GST and we are paying into the coffers of 
Papua new Guinea a not inconsiderable sum each year!  
 
Chris Moroney my General Manager for Catering writes 
of an advanced communications training session which 
benefited 11 of our most senior catering managers, 
delivered by an offshore provider over two days  
in December.  
 
Our QA Manager for Catering Ross Stormont gives some 
insight into the end of year quality audit processes for 
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The iPi Group's vertically integrated logistical operations 
are as varied as the needs of our many clients.
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  Professional and innovative Management and Staff  
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Message from the CEO continued…

our various sites and then we update readers on the state 
of construction at our iPi on Airvos upmarket apartment 
development. Peter Long explains the PnG Mining 
Emergency Response Challenge 2012 which saw teams 
from the Industry around PnG converge on the Sir John 
Guise Stadium mid november to showcase their skill sets. 
We catered for the event and witnessed first hand some 
seriously talented teams testing their skills in real life 
emergency simulations, it was a great deal of fun as well as 
a humbling experience to witness the teams in action, and 
we were proud to sustain them all with food and beverage 
service for the duration of the challenge! My catering 
team up at Komo give an update on the state of the airport 
project as they get ready to carve the Christmas Hams!  
 
2012 has been a successful year for the iPi Group; we have 
developed our businesses well, we have developed our 
skills well and we have pride in all that we have achieved 
this year. Certainly I am tremendously proud of the way my 
team has stood to the challenges we have faced and how 
we have overcome obstacles, added value to our business 
and to those of our customers. Sadly though some very 
dear friends have departed during the year, most notably 
my friend and fellow Director Pakiru Pundi the loss of whom 
I still struggle to come to terms with, and I’ve included a 
tribute to the great man in this issue.  
 
I could not make it to the 12th PnG Mining and 
Petroleum Investment Conference in December it clashing 
inconveniently for me with the final presentations and sign 
offs for our Group Budgets, however I sent Peter Long 
along to and he details the experience. This is followed 
by a wrap of the SP Brewery project by Paul Wilkie our 
Operations Manager Catering and then over to Transport 
where Maso Mangape my General Manager for Transport 
details our latest acquisition of 10 more Prime Movers as 
part of an article thanking his team for the year’s efforts. 
Chris Moroney advises of our UPnG contract award and 
then Bill Clift our Manager up at the Mt Hagen Transport 
Depot details a training session for the staff there, quickly 
followed by a similar session for the Lae personnel 
concerning, and most appropriately as we come very 
close to Christmas, relationships and how various factors 
from sexually transmitted diseases through to effective 

communication may impact upon those relationships. 
These valuable and well attended sessions were hosted 
by Population Services International in conjunction with 
the PnG Sexual and Reproductive Health Department 
and I was very pleased to support the sessions, they being 
slightly different from our normal training sessions which 
tend to target the imparting of knowledge, whereas this time 
targeting relationships and associated influencers.  
 
The sessions were timely, for if you have relationships to 
mend, then mend them during this time of the year as we 
approach Christmas. If you have presents to give to your 
children and loved ones, give them freely with love and 
happiness. Cherish your partners and loved ones. If you 
are fortunate enough to be able to help others less able 
then yourself then consider this as the time to extend that 
help, and as we do in the iPi Group I commend you to, 
in all things that you do, do them well with pride, and with 
passion, and with integrity. From myself and from my family; 
Merry Christmas everyone, and enjoy the read! 

Best regards, 

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@CEO.iPiGroup.com.pg
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To each and all in our Group,

And a very warm welcome to our 

fourth quarter broadcast; the final 

publication of the ‘insider’ newsletter 

for 2012. As always, we trust you 

enjoy the read and importantly, learn 

a little more as to the activities and 

general gains made by the business 

entities of the iPi Group  

more especially during the past few months.

I’d like to open my address to you by expressing my sincere 

condolences to the family and friends of the late Pakiru Pundi. 

The sad news delivered on the 11th of October of Pundi’s 

untimely and tragic passing affected me deeply. His personal and 

professional contribution to the iPi Group has been unequalled; 

he was admired by many and highly respected as an elder,  

a leader, a foundation iPi Director, a Statesman but above all,  

a true gentleman. I acknowledge openly all his fine and 

admirable traits yet the same man openly lent me his personal 

time for a quiet chat, much social laughter, the sharing of many 

brilliant photos of both the past times of Porgera along with the 

new and importantly, offered me pointed counsel and great 

wisdom. I’ll not forget the impact he has had on my life and  

times in Papua New Guinea. May Pundi, you rest in peace.

It is sometimes rather difficult coming off a line in regard to 

terribly sad news, however like Pundi, we all share a common 

goal of seeing the iPi Group shine; we proudly wish that all we 

do ultimately effects and or touches many Papua New Guineans 

lives in both positive and remarkable ways. My work and the 

associated responsibilities lean very much towards this. I hope 

that you all see a likeness behind all that you do too. It is quite 

comforting and personally most rewarding to see great things 

happen in the wake of your work related endeavours. 

The past quarter has seen a flurry of opportunities arise and the 

Business Development Team is striving diligently to turn these 

opportunities into commercial reality. At this juncture, I share 

with you the professional pleasure I have enjoyed in working 

alongside Judah Baru and Martin Dangi, my two trusted and 

dedicated Business Development Officers. The support and 

commitment demonstrated by both gentlemen offers me the 

enthusiasm to continue the drive and pace currently being 

witnessed. Many thanks Judah and Martin however if you think 

2012 has been a busy one, just wait until we roll over into the 

New Year?

It is fair to suggest that our prime focus in recent times has been 

to escalate commercial catering opportunities. Internally, we all 

fully recognise iPi Catering’s strong business resolve, remarkable 

industry history-reputation and further, the positive impact  

iPi Catering has had on our many valued Clients. Speaking to 

potential new Clients, it is most heartening to learn that they too 

hold great value in knowing that the high standard of our service 

and product delivery is indeed exactly what they are seeking; 

that they too wish to partner our ‘can-do’ company and, by way 

of a direct reflection of what the iPi Catering Teams achieve daily 

in Porgera for the Barrick Gold Corporation. It is interesting to 

take a step back from the direct work front and hear clearly what 

is being said here yes, the catering standards we set and do so in 

concert with Barrick (PJV) are indeed the service standards being 

sought, to be duplicated on a range of other sites across PNG. 

Our dedicated Catering Teams based in Porgera ought to feel 

rather proud of this reflection-feedback. I certainly am.

Speaking of our refreshing home based Barrick Porgera Catering 

staff, it is both timely and apt that I highlight and acknowledge 

equally the fantastic efforts of our Dream Inn Catering Team in 

Port Moresby, our Red Sea Housing Construction based crews 

at Baruni, our South Pacific Brewery champions in Lae, our 

Tolukuma Gold Mine stars up on the ridge in the Central Province 

and, our Komo Airfield ‘squadron’ located over in the Southern 

Highlands. It has been a terrific year full of hard work, often 

tough and robust times and all this coupled together with many 

Project specific challenges yet the individual and collective  

iPi Catering Teams have pulled together, dedicated their efforts  

to our highly valued Clients and, achieved wonderful outcomes 

all round. We salute your achievements and applaud your resolve. 

We now delightfully welcome the University of Papua New 

Guinea into our fold. As of the commencement of 2013, we’ll 

have a refreshed Catering contingent located at the UPNG’s two 

campuses, Waigani and Taurama. Our charter is simple; deliver 

the 2,400 resident students their daily meal requirements desired 

and do so by way of an innovative and quality foodservice. 

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

From the Group Business Development Desk
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We will enhance their University experience and by partnering 

the UPNG we trust that our levels of involvement will be seen 

as something unique and rewarding. We are excited by the 

challenge that awaits us. 

My congratulations and best wishes are equally directed toward 

our people in the Transport arm. 2012 has seen simply the most 

explosive growth, the largest financial–capital investment ever 

and, the expansion of all things vehicles and equipment never 

contemplated before. Our Clients have seen a huge growth in 

their business and being able to partner them on their journey, 

whilst there have been tough and hard times along the way, 

the final outcomes are looking most 

rewarding. Transport is a robust industry 

and more so operating in PNG. Each 

and every day there are testing times and 

it takes great measure, strong character 

and this along with the patience of a 

Saint, one just might survive to fight 

another day. I stand in awe of the job our 

Transport people do and this statement 

is directed at every single employee no 

matter what their pay grade, no matter 

what their station is in our operation, no 

matter where they are based. The job 

that is done and the achievements which 

are seen I marvel at. 

It is at this time of the year perhaps that it is best to openly thank 

all Clients of the iPi Group’s business entities. In doing so I say 

most genuinely that regardless of the volume of work we do 

for you, regardless of the size of the job and regardless of how 

long we have worked together, your business is highly valued 

and absolutely appreciated. So too are the many Suppliers 

to our business arms. Without fluid supply lines we cannot 

function effectively, efficiently or appropriately. Our professional 

approach in all we do and this across all business sectors of the 

iPi Group is governed by the quality and loyalty of our Suppliers. 

Your trusted support of course deeply affects the high service 

standards we are determined to always deliver on. Many thanks 

are expressed.

To the friends of iPi, you have seen us grow steadily and 

progressively. This is due to the committed stewardship of the 

iPi Group by our CEO, Scott O’Reilly along with his Board of 

Directors. The corporate way forward, the strategic direction 

currently being navigated is unquestionably driven by Scott and 

his Board. Each of us attached in some way to the iPi Group 

are now part of that journey and pleasingly, not one person I 

could name is uncomfortable in the ride being offered. Sure, 

there is daily pressure given the overall tasks to perform, there 

are personal and professional responsibilities which we all 

must adhere to and maintain, there is an unquestioned-unsaid 

expectation that each and all pull their weight and carry their 

share of the business load, Scott is not requiring passengers in  

the iPi Group but more a band of loyal 

employees who gain not only job 

satisfaction in total but equally have some 

fun along  

the way. We still remain an employer 

of choice in PNG and there will be 

no letting go off that mantel. Scott, 

Jolson, the Directors of the iPi Group, 

on behalf of all who work under your 

collective leadership, many thanks for the 

opportunities you have presented. 

I have often used the work ‘cracker’ in my 

description of all things good. Well, I have 

enjoyed a cracker of a year and coming 

off the back end of 2011 I thought it could not get any better 

well, it has. My benchmark for 2013 has now just been elevated. 

I can only but hope you have high expectation too. 

It has been once again my pleasure to serve the iPi Group my 

reward is seeing success enjoyed by all.

In closing my last address to you via the ‘insider’ I ask you all 

to enjoy everything Christmas has to offer; cherish those who 

surround you and wander through and into the New Year with 

spirits high and optimism flowing. 

Cheers everyone and see you soon. Stay safe, be safe and with 

equal balance, value the iPi Group Brand, we’ll talk again soon. 

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

Speaking to potential new 
Clients, it is most heartening to 
learn that they too hold great 
value in knowing that the high 
standard of our service and 
product delivery is indeed 

exactly what they are seeking.



The iPi Group continues its tradition of sporting sponsorship 

with the recently reported support for the Cairns Taipans team 

in the Australian National Basketball league. This sponsorship 

recognises our growing branding in the Australian marketplace 

and particularly the growing links with Cairns where our CEO 

Scott O’Reilly was a recent speaker at the Cairns PNG Trade Link 

gathering, organised by the Queensland State Government in 

concert with Cairns businesses. 

The iPi Group extends sponsorships to a number of sporting 

teams and the addition of a modest level of support for the 

Taipans is the latest. It is not of course the only sponsorship in the 

Cairns area, with the Porgera Nuggets having been sponsored 

by the iPi Group to attend the Indigenous Rugby League 

tournament in Cairns held in early November. 

The Editor

iPi Group

Sporting Sponsorships Proudly Continue
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The O’Reilly’s with the team, and yes the short one in front of the players is our CEO!!

The iPi Group Taipans box with its advertising and branding for the Group
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The iPi Group was proud to host a marquee table at the 2012 

Melbourne Cup to introduce some of our senior executives to 

seniors from select suppliers. 

Scott O’Reilly, our CEO and his wife Meilyn hosted Roxon  

and Ruth Undi of Southern Cross Insurance; Aarish and  

Deborah Shah of Pacific Foam, Bill and Stacey Sweet of  

Digara Construction together with our own Chris Moroney; 

General Manager Catering and Ross Stormont; QA Manager  

for Catering. 

Scott noted that the day at Flemington was a financial disaster 

and blamed Roxon for supplying the dud tips however also 

thanked Roxon’s wonderful wife Ruth for making good on all 

our on track losses with her skilled Roulette play at the Crown 

Casino afterward! The day afforded some social interaction with 

the people we normally deal with during working hours only 

and strengthened the relationships with some key trade partners, 

something that we at the iPi Group pride ourselves upon. 

The Editor

A total of thirteen highly keen staff across the iPi Group all verged 
upon Lae and attended a formal training session on PNG Tax 
Compliance; this on 15th of October 2012 at the Lae 10 Mile 
Office conference room. 

Our attendees were:
•	 Samuel Raffana – Accounting Manager (iPi, Porgera)
•	 Michael Nietschke – Financial Controller (iPi Catering, Port 
Moresby)
•	 Julie Sema – Financial Accounting Manager (iPi Catering, 
Porgera)
•	 Shena Bok – Financial Controller (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 Gordon Kere – Financial Accountant (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 Josie Kong – Credit Controller (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 Caroline Pokatou – Accounts Officer (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 Rauka Ovia – HR Coordinator (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 Norma Harding – Payroll Officer (iPi Transport, Lae)
•	 David Sneddon – iPi Group CFO
•	 Tau Moale – iPi Group Taxation Manager
•	 Greg Tese – iPi Group Management Accounting Manager
•	 Hassal Mua – iPi Group Management Accounting Analyst

The PNG Tax Compliance training is the first of its kind to be 
organised (and delivered) for Senior iPi Group Finance and 
Accounting staff all of whom went through an intensive one 
day training session in Business Income Reporting System 
and Withholding Taxes, Taxation of Foreign Contractors, GST 
Provisions and return preparation, Taxation of Employee Benefits 
and, Salary or Wages Tax provisions.

All participants were delighted in being presented Certificates by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers followed the completion of the Course.

Importantly, this training was conducted in collaboration with 
the iPi Group’s overall finance initiative; the aim to further 
professionally develop Accounting and Finance staff. Mr David 
Sneddon, iPi Group CFO, urged all participants to utilize their 
newly acquired skills to expand their own knowledge base, to 
develop themselves more confidently, to assist their working 
business entities, and of course, the iPi Group as a whole.

I had the good fortune and pleasure of, on behalf of 
the iPi Group of Companies, thanking the trainers from 
PricewaterhouseCoopers for their continuous support and 
professionalism and I took the opportunity of stressing that the 
Tax Compliance training program has unquestionably helped our 
dedicated senior staff to acquire additional knowledge which will 
be imparted to working subordinates. The training will also help 
improve governing procedures and administrative controls within 
the iPi Group’s Finance function.

I take the opportunity to equally thank the iPi Group, Mr David 
Sneddon, PwC and all course participants. 

Tau Moale, Tax Manager, The iPi Group of Companies

iPi Group

Out and About
Tax Compliance
Training for iPi Group 
Accounting Staff

Scott and his wife Meilyn with Roxon and Ruth  before departing for the track

Scott, Chris Bill and Ross on the ride over.  

Photos from the track itself have been deleted by the editor!!
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The first two days of December saw no less than eleven of our most Senior iPi Catering Managers and Administration people 
assemble in Port Moresby; this for what was about to be an inspirational and educational Communications Course delivered 
by a truly enthusiastic and motivating speaker-trainer Mr Ray MacGilp of Colvek Training Solutions, Melbourne Australia.

The theme... Effective Communications

I had the pleasure of delivering the opening remarks to our 

course participants and the welcoming of Ray to Port Moresby. 

The Grand Papua Hotel was a terrific venue, comfortable, 

relaxing and most appropriate given the Conference  

Room surrounds.

Ray offered a most enlightening introduction to himself, his 

background, the course contents and post the mandatory 

ice-breaker he then, with all attention being squarely focused, 

proceeded to deliver his sessions and, deliver he did.

Perhaps a brief overview of the Course itself is appropriate  

at this juncture. 

Day 1

•	 The	Communication	Process

•	 Barriers	to	Communication

•	 Non	Verbal	Communication

•	 Verbal	Communication

•	 Communication	Styles

•	 Trust	and	Communication

Day 2

•	 Building	Rapport

•	 Giving	Performance	Feedback

•	 Conducting	Challenging	Conversations

•	 Effective	Business	Communication

•	 Coaching	for	Peak	Performance

Ray’s messages were embraced enthusiastically by all 

participants. Indeed, much discussion was generated both 

during and after the Seminar by our staff. The common thread in 

feedback was simply just how useful and practical the sessions 

were. Our staff immediately recognised there was a range 

of communication ‘tools’ accessible, available and there for 

easy use. All this of course was to inherently improve personal 

and professional communication styles which will achieve 

better or clearer outcomes from verbal conversations, email 

communications, report writing and general chats between  

work colleagues and clients.

I was overly impressed with how each participant immediately 

recognised that communications improvement was certainly 

necessary; that they each readily conceded that perhaps and 

privately, we all have some shortcomings in this field. Obviously 

overcoming any of said communications shortcomings will result 

in far less misunderstandings, reduce potential frustrations, lessen 

mistakes and greatly remove inefficiencies. All good and much 

needed stuff.

This was an incredibly successful exercise and one which  

I would recommend to any group (wanting to generate  

greater communication efficiencies undertake).

iPi Catering

Leads with Management Communications Course

Ray seeking feedback and responses selectively
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Best I acknowledge our Course participants and congratulations to all:

•	 Ross Stormont - iPi Catering Country QA Manager

•	 Paul Wilkie - iPi Catering Operations Manager

•	 	Callum McKinnon - iPi Catering (Porgera)  

Project Manager

•	 Dennis Sparks - iPi Catering (Tolukuma) Project Manager

•	 Peter Denmead - iPi Catering (Komo) Project Manager

•	  Sylvia Aihi - iPi Catering IT Manager (delivered a brilliant 

session on email protocols or should I say HOW TO WRITE 

BRILLIAnT EMAILS WITHOUT SHOUTInG?)

•	 Margaret Baru - iPi Catering Administration

•	 Tessie Tai Tsido - iPi Catering HR Manager

•	 Michael Nietschke - iPi Catering Financial Controller 

•	 Julie Sema - iPi Catering Financial Accounting Manager 

•	 Chris Dingi - iPi Catering Purchasing Manager

Chris Moroney, General Manager, iPi Catering 

Chris.Moroney@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

Ray delivering another powerful message to the iPi Catering Group
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December is always quite the month for extensive and pointed 

activity across the catering industry generally, and for iPi 

Catering there is of course the usual pre-Christmas rush, bustle 

and headiness on all our Project sites yet added to this, we 

equally have our AUS-QUAL Auditor on the road and working 

beside our Teams and on all locations.

For those of you across the iPi Group who are not familiar with 

the Quality Assurance and HACCP processes, we’ll try not to get 

you too confused but Gary Altmann, the AUS-QUAL Auditor will 

visit all sites and essentially undertake a range of Quality Audits. 

Gary’s itinerary for his journey in Papua New Guinea is filled 

with associated commitments and all this delightfully arranged 

and stewarded by Ross Stormont. 

Gary’s first port of call post hitting our nation’s capital is the Red 

Sea Housing Project site at Baruni, just outside POM and his 

charter on this occasion is a Surveillance Audit. Indeed a full  

and pressing day working alongside of Red Sea Catering team.

Gary then flies through to Tolukuma up in the Owen Stanley 

Ranges of the Central Province and spends three nights on site 

again with the full crew of catering and housekeeping staff. Gary 

has a Triennial Re-Certification Audit planned for Tolukuma and 

this in itself is both extensive and time consuming.

Post the TGM visit and applicable paperwork, reports and 

general note taking Gary moves across to our Komo Project site 

up in the Southern Highlands Province. It is here that Gary is to 

undertake Stage 2 of our Certification Audit for both Quality 

Assurance Certification and HACCP Accreditation. This Audit is 

important for us (not that all others are of lesser importance) as 

our catering team located at Komo on the Airport Construction 

site have worked extremely hard in not only delivering a fantastic 

food service for the MCJV workforce but also developing and 

fine tuning the QA processes and systems. Full congratulations are 

extended to the Komo lads for their terrific efforts and attitude. 

Completing the Komo Project Audit, Gary then hits the road 

and makes his way through to Mt Hagen, a quick overnighter 

in the Western Highlands Province and then onward through to 

Porgera. It is at Porgera where he has two Audits to undertake. 

Firstly, his initial work will be the Certification Audit on TCHS; 

some of us know the operation by its original name of Porgera 

Camp and Janitorial Services. We certainly wish TCHS well given 

that is a great step forward in their professional development. 

With the injection of both company development funds and 

enthusiasm, we all think that TCHS are showing commitment and 

professionalism beyond what was ever expected of them. Gary 

has been extremely supportive of the company’s endeavours 

to-date. TCHS are seeking ISO 9001-2008 Quality Assurance 

Certification and we all at the iPi Group fully support TCHS on 

this brilliant pathway forward.

Once Gary has completed the Certification Audit on TCHS,  

he’ll then focus his attention on iPi Catering, Porgera. Our 

Catering teams in Porgera are highly accustomed to having 

Gary working alongside them, spending the time in meetings, 

wandering around the Project site/s on inspections, meeting 

over the verification and review of records and the like and, very 

much the attitude from all our staff is that all this is in a day’s 

work; nothing is a bother and nothing interferes with the process 

of external Quality Assurance Audits. Each and every employee 

knows how important our industry qualification is to iPi Catering. 

Gary then travels through from Porgera to Lae. His objective 

in Lae is to visit our newly opened Project for the South Pacific 

Brewery. Gary will conduct Stage 1 of the Certification Audit, 

this being the initial kick-off on our journey of ISO 9001-2008 

Quality Assurance Certification and HACCP Accreditation. 

We are all of course most excited to have the South Pacific 

Brewery as a highly valued Client but even more so given our 

demonstration of professional commitment to SPB. We promoted 

the fact that on each and every site we work, iPi Catering will 

follow the same pathway as we have on all other sites and this to 

gain the applicable Certification/Accreditation. We believe this 

commitment delivers on our promise to offer our Clients far more 

than just a highly polished bain-marie foodservice. 

To Gary (and your family), thank you for your continued 

professionalism and commitment to iPi Catering and on behalf 

of the full catering compliment, we wish you all the very best for 

Christmas and trust you enjoy a wonderful New Year. We all 

look forward to seeing you again in country on your next round 

of QA Audits.

Many thanks.

Ross Stormont, iPi Catering,  

Country Quality Assurance Manager 

Ross.Stormont@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Catering 

AUS-QUAL Quality Assurance Audits  
across iPi Catering Sites, PnG
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Hot off the press information; news directly  

off the editor’s desk...

Each quarter we have suggested that we’ll send through for 

our reader’s information applicable and timely updates on the 

construction status of iPi on Airvos and yes, we have stuck to that 

commitment firmly. Not to disappoint you or let you down in any 

way, the tradition continues.

You’ll see from the photos steady progress being made and 

speaking to Bill Sweet, Managing Director, Digara Construction 

Services, he says that all is still well on track for a finish or 

completion date as planned. There is quite a way to go with 

continued concrete pours happening on a daily basis; at each 

level new framing being installed and of course, all associated 

plumbing and electrical works-fittings-cabling etc being fed 

through as the works escalate. 

Apparently the daily concrete pours are quite the attraction and 

it seems that a number of Port Moresby based residents take a 

wander along Airvos Ave periodically to see and photograph 

the construction works. As has been suggested in prior ‘news’ 

snippets, both the construction and design of Airvos are rather 

individual, unique and unquestionably different. Noticeably too 

one can see clearly along the sky line of Port Moresby, the Airvos 

Complex going higher and higher. It was only a few months ago 

that Airvos was all but hidden; this looking upward from the POM 

waterfront but now, quite a different story indeed. 

It has been noted but well worth a mention again, the interest 

in iPi on Airvos has us all surprised and by that we suggest 

‘delighted’. It appears that all 23 Apartments are being viewed 

as highly desirable and this in so many ways dare we mention 

the location, the extraordinary views-vista, the ultra-modern 

appearance, the superb internal fit-out plans, the living amenities, 

the security and of course, the luxury? 

We have said it before and worthy of suggesting once again,  

iPi on Airvos is a development we are proud of. So, again you 

have asked and again we happily offer you an update, stay 

tuned for more. 

The Editor 

iPi Catering

The Luxury iPi on Airvos 
Apartments in Port Moresby
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not many of you would realise that each year Barrick Gold Corp proudly manages, coordinates and stages a fantastic  
PnG Mining Emergency Response Challenge and of course this is held in Port Moresby.

You may find this information quite enlightening, we certainly do and as such iPi Catering fully supports this unique Mine 
Rescue Event.

The Challenge 

Dates: Wednesday 14th – Thursday 15th November 2012. 

Venue: Sir John Guise Stadium grounds  

(Hosted by Porgera Joint Venture), Port Moresby, PNG

The challenge is made up of 8 competing teams, event 

management teams, officials, organizers, media and sponsors - 

focusing on the key events of the weekend as teams test their skills 

in real-life simulated scenarios - fire fighting, first aid, breathing 

apparatus skills, rope rescue and theory. 

Emergency response and mine rescue has played a significant 

part in PNG’s mining industry. 

This competition marks a new era in both raising skills and even 

greater cooperation between mining companies.

Through their skill, training and dedication, the individuals and 

teams who participate in this competition contribute significantly 

to the development of both a safe working environment and a 

safer community. 

The annual National Mining Emergency Response Challenge 

offers industry experts the opportunity to be involved with a  

high-profile event that provides valuable input into the PNG 

Rescue Family.

Challenge Objectives 

1.  To promote emergency response and rescue within the 

resources industry and the community throughout PNG. 

2.  To provide emergency response teams with realistic scenarios 

to evaluate their knowledge and skills within a Challenging 

environment. In doing so, promote learning experiences and 

training opportunities for employees and volunteers through 

confidence building and skills improvement, and provide 

reward and recognition for team members. 

3.  To develop within the resources industry, and in particular 

between emergency response team members, a working and 

social network for the exchange of information and views. I 

n addition to promote the benefits of mutual aid agreements 

between sites – networking and relationship building, sharing 

ideas and information. 

4.  To provide an opportunity for benchmarking against  

industry standards. 

5.  To raise awareness of the skills and dedication of members of 

the emergency response teams within the resources industry 

and with resources industry management nationally, and 

demonstrate to the broader community and Government the 

industry’s commitment to safety. 

Now, we have received wonderful feedback from Mr Bruce Hill, 

Barrick’s Underground Mine Rescue Coordinator. The iPi Group’s 

Port Moresby based Catering specialists supported the event by 

way of lunches and cold beverage provision over the two days 

and whilst our help and assistance was modest in nature, it is 

most pleasing to receive a note of thanks and best wishes. Many 

thanks Bruce. 

We thought that this should be shared with all our readers.  

We’ll be there for the next one too so, look forward to another 

two day event of Mining Rescue simulations.

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 
Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Group

The PnG Mining Emergency Response  
Challenge 2012

Underground mining
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Emails between Peter Long and Bruce Hill

From: Peter Long 

Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:33 PM

To: ‘Hill, Bruce (Porgera)’; Chris Moroney

Subject: RE: EMERGENCY RESPONSE CHALLENGE EVENT - NOVEMBER 2012

 

Hi Bruce,

Great stuff and thank you for the feedback…………..yeah, we heard that all went swimmingly well for you and the 

Emergency Response Challenge event was yet another cracker organised by the Barrick Team. You must feel rather 

proud and so you should. 

And Bruce, the iPi Mountain Catering Team was delighted to support the event in the way we did. Thank you for 

accepting our participation on the days. 

We say, bring on the next one………….and we’ll be here to further partner Barrick in this and other in-country 

achievements.

Congratulations from us to all.

Cheers,  
Peter

 

Peter Long 
Business Development Manager 

The iPi Group of Companies 

Phone: (675) 475 1400 / 547 8871  

Mobile: (675) 7166 2228 or 7687 7445 

Mobile Australia: (61) 400 284 085 

www.iPiGroup.com.pg 

From: Hill, Bruce (Porgera)

Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2012 2:59 PM

To: Chris Moroney; Peter Long

Subject: RE: EMERGENCY RESPONSE CHALLENGE EVENT - NOVEMBER 2012

 

Afternoon Gentleman, 

 Just returned back to site after taking leave, after our Challenge last month. I would like to thank you very much for your 

support. I was sorry to see you both were not able to attend our Presentation night at the Gateway Hotel. 

The lunches and (iced) water were fantastic and everybody enjoyed it very much. It was a hot day out in the sun all day. 

The teams were certainly affected by the heat especially when they had to wear the chemical suites and fire  

turnout gear. 

The iPi Catering Team did a great job and I personally thanked them for all their service. 

When we get our photos from the events I will send you a copy with a Certificate of Appreciation. 

We had all the CEO’s there from the Mines and I can assure you they were fully aware of your support for this event. 

 Regards, 
 Bruce Hill | Underground Mine Rescue Coordinator | Porgera Joint Venture I Barrick (Niugini) Ltd

ISSUE 12 FOURTH QUARTER 2012 
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iPi Catering

Our	MCJV	Komo	Airport	Project	

G’day all,

As you know we up here in Komo are avid readers of the  

iPi Group’s ‘insider’ Newsletter and as such, we are happy  

to also contribute to the publication just like our brothers and 

sisters across the Group.

We hope you like this update of information. 

Folks, it is still very much go; full throttle and lots of noise here 

in Komo and the MCJV people are doing a great job laying 

the airstrip itself and all this as part of the ExxonMobil-Esso 

Highlands PNG LNG Project in Papua New Guinea. Yep, we 

are still coping lots of rain and whilst we are not skilled in the 

specialist area and field of our MCJV Client, it is interesting 

to watch from the side the airstrip steadily grow in length and 

dimension. We have a number of photos of the project but 

recently, our Transport General Manager, Maso Mangape,  

had sent through to him from a dear MCJV colleague a classic 

photo taken from a helicopter fly over of the airstrip construction. 

We wanted to share these pictures with you. They say it all.  

What a huge construction task and we congratulate the MCJV 

for a great job; a job well done.

You know that we proudly supply the Camps Management and 

Catering Services for the MCJV and yes, the full iPi Catering 

team at Komo is having a top time in the lead up to Christmas. 

We are busy. 

Anyway, from everyone up on the Komo Project site, the whole  

iPi Catering Team, we wish you all the very best for Christmas 

and we hope that you have a wonderful New Year. Be like us 

and stay safe and, try not to eat too much Christmas turkey!!!

The iPi Catering Komo Team 

Southern Highlands, Papua New Guinea

ISSUE 11 THIRD QUARTER 2012 

Ariel view on construction site flanking the new Komo airstrip

Bitumen tarmac being progressively laid along Komo airstrip
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iPi Group

Morns the Loss of a Great Leader

A tribute to the late Mr Pakiru Pundi.

Tragically we lost Pakiru Pundi early in October and his 

passing still reverberates throughout the iPi Group. He was a 

remarkable man, a person humble, committed to his Porgeran 

people, dedicated to the growth and success of the iPi Group 

of Companies and a true friend and colleague to all. He will be 

sadly missed.

Scott O’Reilly, CEO of the iPi Group announced to the 1000 plus 

staff of the iPi Group the following Recognition of Pakiru Pundi - 

The Pakiru Pundi Tribute Scholarship

We have been successful in our tender for the catering services to 

the University of Papua New Guinea – as of the commencement 

of the University Year in 2013 we will cater for the 2,400 

resident students each day. This is yet another milestone in the 

development of the iPi Group, marks a proud day for me and I 

pay tribute to the tender team and to the broader catering team.

The success though has come on a sad day for me as I have just 

returned from addressing the family and friends of Pakiru Pundi  

at the Yairik hauscri.

In addressing the gathering I announced, in recognition of Pakiru, 

in tribute to his leadership within the iPi Group and as a way of 

saying thank you to my friend for his support for myself and the 

team over the years, a UPNG scholarship. The scholarship is 

the PAKIRU PUNDI TRIBUTE SCHOLARSHIP which will pay the 

University Fees at the UPNG from the 2013 academic year and 

onward in perpetuity for a single person each year as chosen by 

the family of Pakiru and advised to me.

The PAKIRU PUNDI TRIBUTE SCHOLARSHIP is my way of 

ensuring that we recognise in our business successes that it is a 

team which creates success and the strong enduring nature of 

Pakiru’s support for myself and my team will I trust be emulated 

by the winner of the scholarship each year. It is our way of giving 

something back to those who have walked beside us.

Inevitably there needs to be some rules associated with 

scholarships, and in basic terms the scholarship will pay 100%  

of the tuition fees and the text book fees. It will be for a 

bachelor’s level degree course at the UPNG and will run each 

year while the recipient is successful in passing examinations. 

Because in year 1 there will be 1 recipient, in year 2 another,  

in year 3 another and so forth the number of total recipients will 

be allowed to build up until 5 is reached after 5 years and will 

then be capped to 5 at any point in time.

Just after this announcement, we were touched to receive this 

beautiful note. Pelly Pundi penned the thoughts of the Pundi 

Family and delivered these to Scott.

Dear Scott,

On behalf of the PUNDI family, I would like to thank you for the 

recognition & all the support yourself & the iPi Chairman have 

provided so far. Without iPi support, we would not have bought 

my father’s body back as quickly as we did.

You have recognised my father well and this as a founder of 

the iPi Group of Companies. I personally want to thank you for 

what you have organised. His desire and wish was always about 

quality education & this Scholarship reflects all he stood for. 

Many thanks, 
Pelly
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iPi Group

The 12th Papua new Guinea Mining and 
Petroleum Investment Conference, 2012
I had the good fortune of attending the PNG Mining and 

Petroleum Investment Conference in Sydney early in December 

and represented the iPi Group of Companies in doing so.

The Conference theme this year was ‘A Foundation for Growth 

and Prosperity: with success comes responsibility’ and on that 

note, all speakers presented with conviction and flair. Importantly 

some 1300 plus highly interested and connected people attended 

the Conference this year and by far, this was the largest number 

ever seen. The Conference hall was packed to capacity for the 

opening session; this chaired by Dr Ila Temu, President - PNG 

Chamber of Mining and Petroleum. Dr Temu spoke passionately 

and to the Conference theme, welcomed the Honourable Peter 

O’Neil - Prime Minister of PNG, the many PNG Members of 

Parliament, distinguished guests, Mining and Petroleum Company 

CEO’s-MD’s and senior figures, PNG Landowner Representatives, 

resource industry and private sector stakeholders along with 

Conference Sponsors and Conference participants.

The Hon Peter O’Neil, CMG, MP, Prime Minister of PNG then 

delivered the Conference Keynote Address; his detailed and 

comforting speech widely appreciated and applauded by  

all present. 

The first day encompassed many interesting topics delivered by 

a raft of excellent speakers. The subject matter included was of 

the like:

•	 PNG	Resource	Development

•	 	Comparative	Analysis	of	Resource	Development	

Frameworks around the World

•	 	Experience	of	Developing	Countries	Elsewhere	in	

Managing Recourse Driven Growth

•	 	Development	and	Contribution	of	the	PNG	Petroleum	and	

Mining Sectors over the past 20 Years

•	 Stakeholder	Benefits	from	the	PNG	LNG	Project

•	 Meeting	the	Needs	of	a	World	Class	Petroleum	Industry

•	 The	International	Gas	Outlook

•	 PNG	LNG	Construction	Update

•	 Overview	of	the	Gulf	LNG	Project	Proposal

•	 Solwara	1	Deep	Sea	Mining	Project

•	 Frieda	River	Copper-Gold	Project

•	 Yandera	Copper-Molybdenum	Project	and	the

•	 Wafi	Gold	and	Golpu	Copper-Gold	Project	

Barrick (PJV) Porgera Gold Mine
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As mentioned, the speaker list was extensive and every 

attendee gained great insight as to the general resource sector 

developments in and across Papua New Guinea. The evening 

Conference Dinner that evening too witnessed a large number 

of guests all of whom appeared to enjoy themselves with much 

business networking and social chatter. 

Day two kicked off with more a mining bias and the opening 

address by the Hon Bryon Chan, MP, Minister for Mining was 

suitably titled ‘Challenges for a Sustainable Mining Sector in 

PNG’. It was most interesting to listen to the Minister speak 

and the informative and detailed speech was embraced by 

all. Hon Chan was then followed by Mr Nigel Parker (MD, Ok 

Tedi Mining), Mr Karl Spaleck (GM Operations, Lihir Project, 

Newcrest Mining) followed by Mr Greg Walker (Executive GM-

PNG, Barrick Gold Corp, Porgera Joint Venture.

Of deep interest to the iPi Group was the continued theme 

spoken of and by all speakers throughout both the first 

and second day of the Conference and this centred on the 

importance and significance of Resource Sector Project 

Landowners – Project Stakeholders. What was emphasised 

by all speakers and quite pointed by none other than the truly 

and highly respected Oil Search MD, Mr Peter Botten was to 

openly accept Landowner value, inclusion, status, importance, 

involvement and key to all this was the absolute recognition by 

all PNG Resource Industry Developers (and Operators-License 

Holders) of Project Landowners. Landowners and Landowner 

Companies have been encouraged to be a vital and central part 

of all Project development in PNG and in doing so, ought to be 

supported fully and transparently and by way of commercial 

inclusion. Mr Botten said that the clear understanding and open 

recognition of Landowner and Landowner Companies underpin 

and underwrite the true ‘Social License’ to operate. Without that 

Social Licence (to operate) there are significant consequences 

which all too often cannot me managed so says Mr Botten. It was 

most interesting to have the opportunity to hear that significant 

message being so openly spoken of. 

The second day concluded with an overarching theme of 

‘Building Capacity for the Workforce and Community’. We heard 

from Mr Gerea Aopi (Executive GM, Oil Search) on the Oil 

Search Health Foundation, Mr Ian Middleton (CEO, Ok Tedi 

Development Foundation) on the Program and Achievements, 

Mr Mark Soipang (Chairman, MRL Capital, Lihir Affected 

Landowners Association) on initiatives taken by Lihirians to 

ensure a substantial future after mine life and lastly, Mr Larry 

Andagali (MD, Trans Wonderland Transport) on lessons learnt 

in establishing Landowner Businesses. The cluster of speakers 

presenting were all very much entertaining, extremely passionate 

and most determined to have their important messages heard. 

I enjoyed an informative and educational journey. The Conference 

offered a clear insight into many if not most of the overall PNG 

Resource Sector issues and importantly offered an update in 

regard to much Project status present and future. I had the good 

fortune of catching up with many Client representatives, business 

acquaintances, friends within the industry and further, met a 

number of new people all of whom shared a common interest.

I’d also like to pass on my appreciation and thanks to the 

International SOS personnel from both the Sydney Head Office 

and their Port Moresby Office. The after-hours invitation to 

the ISOS Cocktail Party on evening two was indeed a terrific 

function, attended equally by many CEO’s MD’s and senior 

Mining and Petroleum figures.

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

Barrick (PJV) Porgera Gold Mine
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iPi Group’s ‘insider’

Dear readers of the ‘insider’

A very big thank you for your feedback during the course of  

the year. Your thoughts are very much appreciated and of 

course, highly valued. We have taken note of all your comments 

and suggestions and importantly, add all that we can to our 

internal publication. 

Yes, we too are proud of our Newsletter and it is indeed a 

wonderful medium to spread the news of and on all that is 

happening around the Group. We are happy to gather all the 

stories people send through and whilst these are varied and 

many, we have to limit, to a degree, the size of the publication. 

Emailing the ‘insider’ out seems to cause an IT meltdown but 

delightfully we suggest, Sylvia has now all this under control; 

she has managed to cope with the sheer number of copies now 

requested to be channelled through the cyberspace pipeline, 

thanks Sylvia. 

We ask that you continue with your ‘insider’ contributions, that 

you send through all the stories, the photographs , the letters and 

the verbal thoughts oh yes, we do listen and take special note 

of people chatting away in Office corners. Be careful, being 

overheard may result in a funny story being published !!!

2013 promises to be a wonderful year for the iPi Group and we 

encourage you all to use the ‘insider’ as a means to tell others 

what is happening in your part of the world.

So thank you once again for your support, we wish you and your 

families, friends and colleagues a warm and relaxing Christmas 

and trust that you too are looking forward to the commencement 

of the New Year.

Enjoy look forward to hearing from you with all your  

holiday stories. 

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

www.iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Catering

Mobilises the South Pacific  
Brewery Canteen in Lae
We proudly announced in our 3rd Quarter ‘insider’ that iPi 

Catering was successfully Awarded the South Pacific Brewery 

Catering Contract in Lae and our sincere congratulations to the 

both the iPi Catering Management Team along with the Senior 

Management Team of SPB (Lae and Port Moresby) for all both 

parties have done for each other. It was unquestionably one of 

the most professionally conducted Contract negotiations we have 

been involved in. Special thanks from the iPi Group are extended 

to Mr Kuri Yuwai (SPB Manager, Lae), Ms Jenny Jenkins (SPB 

Administration Manager, Lae), the SPB Catering Committee Lae 

along with the Senior SPB Management Team in Port Moresby. 

Putting all the above behind us and moving forward to the real 

tasks and duties required from and by our collection of special 

talents, late September saw iPi Catering officially-formally taking 

charge of the Catering responsibilities at the Lae Brewery and 

we have enjoyed thus far, every single moment of the journey. 

Paul Wilkie and his support team based in Lae along with Ross 

Stormont (iPi Catering, Quality Assurance Manager) attacked the 

opportunity with the usual level of conviction we are renowned 

for. Seconded directly out of our Dream Inn operation was  

Mr Veari Agaru and Veari spearheaded the catering team on site 

and provided all the initial onsite training, direction and kitchen 

protocols to the small cluster of kitchen staff already in place. 

Veari has once again done a sterling job and we are most proud 

of his efforts and professionalism. Veari has since returned to his 

important role at the Dream Inn, Port Moresby.

Folks, we are delighted with the foodservice being delivered by 

our staff at the SPB Canteen in Lae. The facility is singularly one of 

the most modern, it is highly polished and we are proud to be the 

custodian of the operation, proud to serve the dedicated employees 

of South Pacific Brewery in Lae. Certainly the Menu content has 

changed dramatically since we have commenced operations and 

to-date, the feedback is both encouraging and positive. 

Sure, we have many more new, exciting and innovative ‘things’ 

up our sleeves and SPB we believe will welcome the ongoing 

changes and alternatives. Christmas is looming so, watch out for 

the traditional roasts. 

In the photos you’ll notice the excellent Dining Room Facilities  

at the SPB Lae location inclusive of some very happy diners.  

I have taken some editing license and included by way of  

some personal embarrassment a photo of Paul (Wilkie) taken  

just after he flew the very first piece of iPi Catering signage the 

day we opened.

Cheers everyone and a job very well done. 

The Editor 

Paul Wilkie ‘measuring up’ against the iPi GroupDelighted South Pacific Brewery employees
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2012 has been quite a remarkable year for the iPi Groups 

Transport Division. So much has happened that is quite a 

daunting task to cover off on all yet I wish for the readers of the 

‘insider’ to have a better picture of just what we have achieved. 

I am proud to lead such a dedicated group of senior managers, 

line supervisors, depot staff in maintenance and operations, 

administration staff, our drivers of all categories and yard hands 

across all job disciplines. Thank you for your support and your 

commitment to iPi Transport. I do specifically name Greg Langley 

(Fleet Logistics Manager) for his unswerving dedication to our 

Clients and customers. His hard-nosed way of getting the job 

done is exemplary. Daryl Diehl (Fleet Maintenance Manager) 

who strengthens and supports all we do. Daryl and his workshop 

teams keep our fleet rolling and without his endeavours, we’d be 

at a stand-still. Amos Yapo (QA Manager) has endured countless 

Audits and associated activity and in our industry, it never stops. 

Amos, you have offered us professionalism beyond reproach and 

this is so valued and all the while, you have privately endured 

personal heartache and worry with your little one. We all 

pray that the little fella comes out a fitter and healthier person 

and grows to be just like you. Bill Clift and David McKenzie 

(Mt Hagen Depot Managers), you guys have done wonders. 

You have kept the fleet rolling through to Porgera and into the 

Southern Highlands whilst also attending to the expansion of the 

Hagen base and all this not at the loss of Hagen and Goroka 

town deliveries. Top stuff.

We have had the new GPS Tracking system up, installed and 

operating perfectly. Harold, to you and your installation and 

monitoring team, nothing less than a job well done. You have 

my head spinning sometimes with all the system can do. It is 

singularly the most brilliant technology and we are delighted to 

be the very first in country to have this on board. 

The lads in the Driver Training department. It took us a while to 

have you embedded deep in our operation but we are over the 

moon with all that you are achieving. Please keep the great work 

up. The Kiwi connection for iPi Transport is a terrific nice-to-have.

Amongst many achievements and milestones, we have had 

delivered countless new vehicles and associated bulk tankers 

during the course of the past 12 months and these dedicated to 

the services of our many valued Clients. iPi Transport has made 

clearly the largest investment in new fleet and equipment ever. 

In saying that, I wish to acknowledge the support, guidance and 

advice of Scott O’Reilly, the iPi Group’s CEO, David Sneddon, 

the iPi Group’s Financial Controller and importantly, the iPi Board 

of Directors. 

I take the time to equally acknowledge the professional interface 

with have enjoyed with Jason Watson, Bill Ryan and Fred Mark 

(Barrick Gold Corp), Peter Diezmann, Don Lewthwaite, Kerry 

Symes and Dwyane Sawaraba (InterOil Products Limited), 

Denis Brennan and Oscar Todi (NOC), the raft of dedicated 

ExxonMobil PNG LNG Logistics blokes in Lae and Hides, Mark 

Goodacre and his team in Lae and up at Hides (CBI Clough), 

Peter Williams and his team (MMJV), the magnificent BAT people 

and, the MCC Ramu Nickel Logistics Group.

Above and beyond the people acknowledged here, there are so 

many others we have helped , assisted and provided for and to 

them all, many thanks for your support and custom. 

On behalf of the team at iPi Transport, we wish you a Merry 

Christmas and a happy New Year. Please, drive safely and take 

care when out on the road.

I have enclosed too some photos of our recently delivered 

Renault Prime Mover Fleet; yes, another 10 highly spec’d 

and individually selected trucks for launch up and along the 

Highland’s Highway. Keep a close watch out as you will indeed 

see them racking up the kilometres quite soon.

Maso Mangape, General Manager, iPi Transport

Maso.Mangape@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Transport

Shifts into Top Gear

iPi Transports new fleet inclusion of Renault Prime Movers
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iPi Catering

Awarded the University of Papua new Guinea 
(Resident) Student Catering Contract for 2013 
and Beyond
iPi Catering has wonderful news to share with all in mid-October 

it was announced that iPi Catering had been successfully 

awarded the University of Papua New Guinea’s Catering 

Contract for the resident students at both the Waigani and 

Taurama Campuses in Port Moresby.

In announcing the success, we wish to sincerely thank the 

University of PNG Tenders Board for their assessment and 

determination and in doing so, wish to personally offer our 

collective and sincere thanks to Professor Kenneth Sumbuk 

and Professor Alan Easton and their team for their absolute 

professionalism, dedication and commitment. We have diligently 

worked beside the UPNG team for the past few months and it  

is most comforting to know that iPi Catering, 

given our ‘all-encompassing package of 

innovation and change’ was fully embraced 

by the UPNG. 

The Catering team who put together 

the presentation for the UPNG is to be 

congratulated for their supporting efforts. It 

was pleasing to see our HR, IT, Operational, 

Finance and Business Development people 

group together and as one with the sole focus 

on securing this most prestigious Contract. 

We are of course delighted with the outcome 

and in saying so there has been a huge 

volume of work already undertaken in the pre-

mobilisation phase thus far. I have encouraged 

further and on-going planning and whilst that 

perhaps may interrupt the Christmas festivities 

for some, the foregoing of the same by the 

applicable people has been met with smiles 

all round it appears that securing the UPNG 

Catering Contract is just the Christmas gift our 

staff have been wishing for. 

Once again, congratulations team on a wonderful outcome 

and we welcome the University into our fold; our suite of highly 

valued Clients. We are delighted to service your needs and look 

forward to Jan 2013 with much excitement. 

Chris Moroney, General Manager, iPi Catering 

Chris.Moroney@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Transport

iPi Transport in partnership with PSISRH offers 
staff training in both Mount Hagen and Lae
We are proud to announce another highly successful training 

venture to the readers of the ‘insider’. Having the pleasure 

of working alongside Population Services International 

(Organisation), PNG Sexual and Reproductive Health 

Department (PSISRH), our Transport Leadership saw a wonderful 

socially responsible opportunity to share this most essential and 

socially responsible training session with as many of our staff as 

we could find.

Bill Clift worked tirelessly to assemble his Mount Hagen Office 

Staff, Workshop people, Operational folks and Highway Drivers 

so that they could participate in the forum. And enthusiastic all 

participants were. 

Likewise and because of the success of the Mount Hagen 

delivery, it was quickly decided that the same sessions ought 

to be held in Lae and as soon as possible. Maso and his Lae 

based team attended to the venue selection and the preliminary 

organisation of the training forum. 

Yes the MRT Mini TnT Training was well underway and embraced 

by all iPi Transport Staff. 

The training that Population Services International PNG Sexual 

and Reproductive Health (PSISRH) department is conducting 

is selectively aimed at the Transport industry and of course, 

targeted are those trucking companies which are travelling up 

the Highlands Highway on a daily basis. Accordingly, Mountain 

Transport was fully supportive and right from the start. The 

training is fully funded by Population Services International 

PNG/Esso Highlands Limited and basically SRH department 

is asked to conduct trainings on Sexual Health Education 

targeting specifically truck drivers but welcomes all staff members 

regardless of their roles in the transport industry.

The course content is of great interest to the readers of the 

‘insider’ I am sure. Please have a look over the subject matter, 

material and course content.

Marital Relationship Training Mini Tokaut na Tokstret Training

(Sessions conducted for one (1) week for two (2) hours over 

nine (9) nine sessions)

 - Communication 

 - Intimacy 

 - Empathy 

 - Cheating

 - Conflict De-escalation

 - Contraception 

 - Birth Spacing

 - Sexual Transmitted Infections (STI’s)

	 -	 Human	Immunodeficiency	Virus	(HIV)

•		All	the	sessions	presented	on	power	point	and	well	laid	out	

they are easy to follow and easy to read

•		For	one	(1)	week	trained	staffs/participants	are	equipped	

with basic knowledge and skills along the lines of:

  - Effective communication in marriage and, at workplace.

  -  Good Marital Relationship in marriage  

(trust, respect, love, safe sex etc.)

	 	 -	 How	to	avoid	STI’s	and	HIV

  - Importance and use of male and female condom

  - Conflict De-escalation (basic ways on solving problems)

  - Birth Spacing

Mountain Transport staff attending the training sessions
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•		The	MRT	Mini	TnT	Training	also	provided	free	medical	

vouchers to our Transport staff for them to receive treatments 

and other services at Maries Stopes International PnG and 

Susu Mamas Inc.

•		Medical	vouchers	are	also	issued	to	their	spouses	and	

children great stuff

•			Participants/Staffs	after	completion	of	the	MRT	Mini	TnT	

Training receive Certificates from PSI.

Thank you very much PSI for your training excellence, 

commitment and general involvement with iPi Transport and our 

highly valued people. It has been tremendous working with your 

staff and management team too. We are looking forward to 

perhaps more training being offered and delivered by you and 

your team next year - 2013.

On behalf of the iPi Transport team to the whole and very 

committed group in the SRH department, we would like to pass 

on our best wishes for a very merry Christmas and wonderful 

New Year!!!!!

Stay safe and be responsible

The Editor 

Hope your Christmas  
is out of this world!
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